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Michael Baxter 8. července 2023

JAG odsoudil bývalého šéfa FEMA Brocka Longa, část
III
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V létě roku 2017 si hurikán Harvey, monstrózní bouře kategorie 4,
prorazil cestu zkázy přes metropolitní oblast Houstonu, zaplavil
silnice a rozbil domy, když vítr o rychlosti 130 mil/h bičoval pobřežní
oblasti státu Lonestar. Okresy potemněly a životy byly zničeny.
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Bouře vyhnala 30 000 obyvatel a způsobila škody ve výši 124 miliard
dolarů, což z ní činí nejnákladnější tropický cyklón v historii. Sotva
vítr utichl a přestalo pršet, vtrhla do města FEMA, odhadem 5 000
příslušníků, mezi nimi i zástup ozbrojených agentů, jejichž úkol
neměl nic společného se záchranou životů.

Byly to činy těchto mužů, které zajímaly viceadministrátora Darse E.
Crandalla, když ve středu večer pokračoval vojenský tribunál Brocka
Longa.

Oslovil tři důstojnice, které si JAG vybral, aby vyslechli důkazy proti
Longovi. „Když se prezident Trump doslechl, že agenti FEMA
vyplenili zatopené domy, ukradli soukromý majetek a byli fyzicky a
emocionálně násilní vůči populaci, která byla náhle velmi zranitelná,
předvolal obžalovaného do Bílého domu a požadoval odpovědi.
Obžalovaný samozřejmě hrál hloupě a řekl, že neví, o čem prezident
Trump mluví. A když mu Trump ukázal důkazy, obžalovaný z toho
obvinil ‚několik nepoctivých agentů‘.“ Prezident Trump dal
obžalovanému rozumnou nabídku: doručit odpovědné strany do
jednoho dne nebo zaplatit cenu za jejich zločiny sám. Víme to jako
fakt; máme místopřísežné prohlášení prezidenta Trumpa, které to
potvrzuje.

"Pronásledoval obžalovaný zlotřilé agenty?" Admirál Crandall
pokračoval. "Ne, neudělal." Osm hodin poté, co viděl Trumpa, byl
Long na letu do Argentiny, kde žil až do 19. června, kdy byl přistižen,
jak se plíží zpět do USA.

Admirál se napil vody. "Šokovalo by mě, kdyby byl ochoten otevřít
ústa s vysvětlením." Na 30 sekund se odmlčel a pak řekl: "Asi ne."

Long seděl tiše u obranného stolu a jeho jedinou útěchou byl džbán
s vodou, jehož kostky ledu rozpouštěly stejně rychle jako jeho
svoboda. Jeho oči přestaly sledovat admirálovy pohyby a byly nyní
zavřené.
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"Nebo možná může této komisi vysvětlit, co je to člun FEMA," řekl
admirál.

"To je mýtus," řekl Long ospale, aniž by otevřel oči. "Jsou to
nemocniční čluny." Spiklenci je rádi nazývají FEMA nebo vězeňské
bárky.“

Admirál Crandall ukázal panelové snímky člunu kotvícího poblíž Port
Aransas, pořízené poté, co Harveyho oční stěna přeletěla pevninu.
Ukázal také satelitní snímky stejné bárky, která mířila s bouří do
přístavu, hned za vnějšími pásy. Poslední admirálovy snímky byly
uniformovanými agenty FEMA, jak se zbraní v ruce naváželi něco,
co vypadalo jako bezdomovci, na pevné čluny Zodiac, údajně
transportované na člun.

"Co se stalo s těmi lidmi, zadrženo Long?" Tohle nebyla práce pár
zlotřilých agentů, že? Byla to velká operace,“ řekl admirál Crandall.

Dlouho zase nepromluvil.

Admirál požádal porotu, aby shledala Longa vinným ze zrady, a oni
to udělali a odsoudili ho, aby visel za krk až do smrti.

Admirál Crandall stanovil datum popravy na 10. července.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2
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(Návštíveno 42 614 krát, 5 534 návštěv dnes)

Happy Trump Inaguration Day everyone. A Japanese general, Gen.
itchee Tooshi, told a whole bunch of truthers that today’s the big day.
Can’t wait for noon!

It may also be the 23rd. The magic 8-ball is unclear

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning
sixteen thousand US dollars a month by working on the connection,
that was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it
simply. Everybody must try this job now by just using this
website… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 1 hour ago by Delavic

Via Bestnewshere

https ://bestnewshere. com/

truther/patriot SGAnon

https ://sp. rmbl. ws/s8/2/e/E/4/S/eE4Sk.caa.mp4?u=0&b=0

[Hidden link. Sorry, cannot get to the Rumble landing page for this
clip.]

truther/patriot smalltownredneck7

https ://www. tiktok.
com/@smalltownredneck7/video/7252455338429959466

“I’m coming soon, I promise.”
 — Donald John Trump (to smalltownredneck7 @ 3:38 in above clip)

From truther/patriot Judy Byington

https ://operationdisclosureofficial. com/2023/07/08/restored-
republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-8-2023/

http://www.payathome7.com/
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It’s only wise to have at least a month’s supply of food, cash, water
and essential items on hand.

Timeline

The First Week of July the Military began Mass Arrests according to
Fulford.

Either Mon. 10 July or Sun. 23 July could be the Inauguration of
Pres. Donald J. Trump and his VP, JFK Jr. in a celebration where
those in the World Protection Program would come out.

A Japanese General told BENJAMINFULFORD.NET that the
Rockefeller controlled Biden Horror Show will be over by Mon. 10
July 2023 with Trump re-instated as President and JFK Jr. as Vice
President.

————————————

Hopefully, #soon is now ‘right around the corner’.

Please ignore any downvotes or negative comments made by paid
trolls/closeminded/atheists. The Plandemic was a ‘trial by fire’. Be
thankful to The Almighty that you are still alive and hopefully still
‘unjabbed’ and just the way He created you by way of your parents
and their parents all the way back to Adam and Eve.

And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and
let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of
the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.

 So God created man in his [own] image, in the image of God created
he him; male and female created he them.

 — Genesis 1:26-27

From the KJV Bible at
 https ://bibleprotector. com/TEXT-PCE.zip
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Please download it (or other [printable] versions at the above site) so
you can have an offline copy of The Almighty’s Basic Instructions
Before Leaving Earth.

So this guy just left the country for a few years when confronted by
Trump? I found it hard to believe he was able to stay in a foreign
country for so long so easily. He didn’t try and come home till 3 years
into Biden’s run is hard to believe as well.

Weird story for me with an unexciting whimper of an ending.

Long should be executed with a FEMA guillotine, while facing up to
see the blade as it drops.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Mark David

Thanks White Hat contingent ! The 9th of July is my birthday , 71
years young. Hearing that Brock Long will be executed near my
birthday is the greatest present I have ever received. Without people
like him using his Position and power to harm ordinary citizens, this
type of criminal behavior could never have occurred. I pray that all
the people whom actually herded those homeless into the barges
are found and dealt with in the most efficient way possible. The
evidence of what happened to those citizens must be eventually be
released even if it is gruesome. We must show why we take out the
trash. Humans must be treated with respect , and using them for
Sexual exploitation , organ harvesting must stop . Everyone in that
operation must pay dearly. Thanks Again White Hats ….. Carry On
….. Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

Maybe I’m misinterpreting that the panels job is to determine guilty or
not [nothing else], and Crandall passes sentence.

Herein I’m interpreting that the panel selects execution method,
could say, wearing two hats, acting as jury and prosecutor/judge.

Last edited 4 hours ago by John .S
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Thank you Michael: alias Long lost a lot of sleep thinking, yet he was
totally uncooperative to the end. I wonder who he was protecting …
the agency or someone or something in particular? I’d like to think
the entire agency will shut down. There is no reason states cannot
manage their own crises. After all, the extreme climates from state-
to-state is different — the residents know better than anyone else
when, where, and how to address vulnerabilities. Perhaps
Americans need to consider voting on this matter to transfer careers
from federal to state without federal oversight, and then, shut down
federal agencies altogether. Didn’t POTUS Trump say there are 2.5
million federal employees? Yeah, we need to vote and shut down
federal agencies just as quickly as Military is executing the
communist rats.

Monday, monday morning, la la, la la la. ( July 10th) Glad to see the
crooked FEMA barges/body parts business is now coming to a
close.

Lesson here is, never ride out the storm if the storm don’t get you
then this 4 letter agency will. Forget your material stuff just take your
family and pets to a safe place.

@Just Me — I don’t know of Texas, but I do of Florida. There aren’t
enough highways to get out of the way of the storms in time because
the population exceeds the infrastructure. Americans are warned
every year not to settle in Florida, yet the warnings are ignored. It’s
heartbreaking to see the devastation, and the loss of human and
animal life that over populate that state. And worse, Governor
DeSantis continues to invite people to relocate to Florida … he’s a
criminal for such behavior. There are thousands of dogs collected
that still haven’t been placed with adoptive owners because the ratio
of adoptive pet owners to homeless dogs is low. It’s a troubling
situation in Florida.
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It was not just homeless people but people who lost their homes
during this horrific storm. These wicked morons thought that their
secret would never be divulge. Long is not the only one who should
be held accountable, those corrupted agents needs to be brought to
justice too. I hope Long gives up their names as well. Next!

Last edited 7 hours ago by Just Me

There must be personnel & pay records. Doubt he knows their
names. They should be hunted & dispatched like the vermin they
are.

Good, I’m glad he was found guilty because he is. Hang his
treasonous ass! As I keep saying there is no shortage of traitors.
Next!

GREAT NEWS!! I HOPE LONG HAS A SWINGING TIME ON JULY
10. 🐷

IT’S TO YOU, NOW, GOD!

MAY LONG ROAST IN HELL.. 🐷…LIKE THE PIG THAT HE IS.

THE ONLY TRUTH THAT COMES OUT OF HIS MOUTH IS:
“OINK…OINK! OINK!” 🐷

The Long of it, was that he had all those years of freedom and what
did those victims get? Total loss of life, liberty, family and
possessions they could not rightly have. The short of it……Speedy
deliverance of his just punishment, I might add! Thank you for your
three part timely message.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning
sixteen thousand US dollars a month by working on the connection,
that was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it
simply. Everybody must try this job now by just using this
website… http://www.Payathome7.com

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Last edited 10 hours ago by Delavic

Justice comes when least expected. The deceit the Deep State
actors have played upon “we the people” is horrendous. Only
demons and devils perpetuate such actions against innocents to
include children. 🎶Another one bites the dust.🎶

Where and what happened to the detained at gunpoint the victims on
the barge,and the FEMA agents! Find them

@Jeffrey Rumsey — The evacuees are forced onto FEMA boats and
never seen again — it’s been reported people were incinerated on
the boats. FEMA targets the homeless, disabled, veterans, aged,
indigent, and Christians.

He should have had his head chopped off. Perhaps JAG is not as
barbaric as this waste of human skin. Bye Mr. Long. Get off our
world.

Yes! Like Comey, the guillotine would be a fitting end to
 this sneaky, lying bastard.

IT WILL STRETCH A LITTLE,,,NOT ENOUGH TO KILL HIM BUT
WITH A BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF PHYSICS,,,YOU WOULD
ALREADY KNOW,,,

During Operation Paperclip from 1945 until 1959, a whole bunch of
Nazis were brought to America as innocent people looking for a new
way of life in America. Unfortunately, Operation Paperclip also re-
established the Nazi Party in Washington DC, under a different name
(Democrats), and we are still suffering the Nazi extermination
mentality even today with the Covid death shots, and the Fake News
Propaganda 24/7. Their mass crimes against humanity are still
evident through their actions. The Nazis won WWII after it was over
by gradually taking over the Federal Govt,, but now we are kicking
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their Swastika-loving asses and exposing them for the scum they
are. Thank You, President Trump and all your Warriors for leading
the way back to victory.

Jews took over our country with the creation of the Fed and
Hollyweird, dude. Look up the kinds of books the Nat Socs burned…
degenerate filth. Now we’re dealing with the after-effects of fighting
on the wrong side of WW2.

Not the Jews. The Khazarians. They are the ones that are mucking
up our world They mucked up southern Russia, they mucked up
France, they mucked up England, they mucked up Germany, they
mucked up America, they mucked up Russia and now they are
mucking up the Ukraine Many genuine Jews love God and love His
Word, and they do not do the evil things these vipers do to us and
the Jews. The Jewish people are getting the worst slap in the face
from these Khazarian traitors who lie about being like them. They are
not.

Sometimes, it is difficult to separate the good Jews from the bad
since they are all claiming the same ID. Then throw in the cabal
Jewish Defense League and you have a never ending propaganda
sandwich of whining and law suits and false accusations to shut
people up from saying the truth. The first truth is that the fake Jews
are NOT Semites. That is a very dishonest claim that any of them
are Semite related. They aren’t. In fact, I am not an anti-Semite. I’m
anti-Fake Jew.

The US Govt was sandwiched between evil on all sides during
WWII. The American People, especially the military, received the
worst part of it.. The US Govt was DRAGGED into another fake war
by then-president Roosevelt, whose real last name was
ROSENVELT. He changed his name to avoid scrutiny as a Jew…
WWII was another cabal-created war to make money for the central
banks. The Rothschilds and Rockefellers made money from BOTH
SIDES by starting wars and then loaning money to both sides to
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make big profits. We were played by the cabal, and we were still
being played all these years until President Trump came along and
put a stop to it. The Cabal NAZIs killed JFK, with their good buddy
George HW Bush, who was a NAZI from Germany who snuck into
the country under the Bush name and was the CIA chief in Dallas
when JFK was killed. So it’s not Russia OR Germany – it’s BOTH
plus the Cabal. who are the pigs responsible for the sorry state of
affairs in America. Now after Russia purged themselves of the
Bolshevik (fake Jew)-Communist swine running their government,
they got back on the right track, which is why the NAZIs and the
Fake Jews are trying to kill them even today.

@Mark David — Are you referring to President Truman who
imported 1,200 of Hitler’s rocket scientists post WWII? If so, a large
number of Nazi SS were slipped into that round-up. George Bush Sr
[birth SCHERFF] was a Nazi SS pilot to Hitler. Upon Bush-Scherff’s
arrival into America, Allen Dulles was made Director of the newly-
created CIA agency. Bush-SCHERFF was employed, and was one
of several men who assassinated President Kennedy. Allen Dulles
also joined the Warren Commission to investigate President
Kennedy’s assassination, but Dulles didn’t investigate Bush-Scherff
who would become President of U.S., create fake wars to genocide
Americans and other nation-state warriors, and commandeer poppy
fields to create a heroin dynasty that destroyed millions of lives
among nations, and trafficking children. Bush-Scherff’s evil pedophile
lifestyle with MALE wife Barbara and store-bought sons would
emerge to bring continued horrors and deaths to Americans and
other nations until POTUS Trump and Military executed that wicked
pseudo “family.”

By the way, the Democrat Party was founded in 1821 … King
George and Rothschild installed their cronies to take down the
United States of America and that war is not yet over.

Last edited 5 hours ago by FireDog
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I agree. The Nazis slipped in many scumbags, who eventually
created unconstitutional agencies and policies against the American
People.. Innocent Americans are still surrounded by these enemies,
but not for much longer as the Trump-Military Team takes down and
executes those involved.

Last edited 3 hours ago by Mark David

“ whose ice cubes melted away as quickly as his freedom was” has
to be my favorite line of all time. Thank you Michael, blessings 🙏❤


I’m surprised to see so many Americans who actually hate this
country and other Americans. This is not a few disgusting creatures;
they’re the helpers who do much of the background work of the deep
state criminals. Whenever there’s some anti-society, large-scale
crime, from weather warriors to chemical explosions, food
processing sabotage, and so much more, you just know it took a lot
of “helpers” to get it done.

If you think about it from a different angle.. the bad guys were doing
bad things under a disguise of doing the right thing. No wonder why
the mass public thought America was not on the up and up.

Our mistake was trusting all the politicians were on the up and up.

Knock on the door: who’s there, we are from the government and
here to help you. Sounds familiar? Why of course. Blessings from
The RESL Delavic

@American Living in Canada — If you had been born, reared, and
retired in Washington, D.C., then you would NEVER have trusted
ANY of the “installed” creatures that arrive in waves every
Presidential election … all communists … Luciferian-Satanists —
they’re rotated like rolls of toilet paper with the contents thereof.

I Love a story that has a happy ending… can’t wait to see these
executions for ourselves!! Bring on the popcorn and beer..!!!!!!
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You forgot to mention that COMEY was involved and he enjoyed
beheading those folks………………….. the obammah ‘yo mama,
oslammah was the most evil President who ever lived and I pray he’s
had a painful end to his constant rage against
American’s…………………. it’s sickening and EVERYONE NEEDS
TO KNOW ABOUT ALL OF HIS ATROCITIES. He and killary are just
pure evil.

Comey’s “project” had two objectives, one was the testing of the
guillotines and, the sale of body parts in 55 gallon drums for a
measly $77,000 per drum. Q says, these people are evil. Blessings
🙏🙏 from The REAL Delavic.

The END, can’t get here fast enough. Contemplate a critical, and
totally ignored REQUIREMENT, SERVICE. GOD makes $4.30 per
hour, approximately. I was making approximately $7 per hour, before
the 2020 election. For everyone “behind the scenes” and hiding
behind the “veil” of COLLECTIVES🖕. KARMA is very LONG, over
due!!!

 👁🦀🕷

Sorry I lived in Houston during and people were afraid of fema. Plus
we hated them. They did not help any one.

Fema didn’t help anyone with the recent Hurricane Ian in southwest
FL last fall. They did the same thing as Harvey. People got screwed
by Biden and DeSantis. DeSantis is NOT a good man.

Main reason there are still homeowners and businesses who have
not recovered from Harvey. We live 26 miles south of Houston and
by the grace of God thru the intercession of The Blessed Virgin Mary
who’s statue is in our backyard, we were spared from the brunt of the
flooding caused by Harvey. Blessings 🙏🙏 from The REAL Delavic.

Mary was not a virgin, far from it. Fairy tale bullshit!!!! The Joseph,
has a fuchin clue!!

 👁
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And with good reason. Never did we think the Director of the FBI
was a killing agent of humanity. As nasty as J. Edgar Hoover was,
that dirty homosexual racist and blackmailing scumbag, even he
would never go that far.

So I guess the people that were taken to the barges were probably
executed and presumed lost in the storm? This makes me sick to my
core!!!

Well
 If you have listened to the conspiracy theorists of past…..

 Human beings are a FOOD source.
 I wonder 🤔🤔

 If
 They are filling their freezers ??

 Their planet will leave our solar system
 So they got to be stocked up.

 I posted a video link but Michael Baxtor deleted it.
 His site

 Hopefully you dont end up on the cattle car…..

Last edited 12 hours ago by Oklahomaspacetrain

These satanic Globalists are heartless monsters. There were
hurricane ravaged families living among the homeless, lost their
homes, their jobs, everything. How many families were scooped up
with the regular homeless victims, taken to the barges, exterminated
by FEMA?

Sh!t.. I never knew the depths of how facking low these scumbags
are. No wonder why it had to be taken care of thru the Military. These
pos would of been torn apart by the everyday people if confronted
head on.. face to face.

The coming tribunals will reveal them. Meanwhile, please pray for
Derrick, he needs peace after getting justice for his dad. His
testimony nailed Comey hard, but he is still very traumatized are
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witnessing his murder on that FEMA barge.
Derrick, if you are reading this, please know we are all fighting for
you and for justice for your dad. President Trump, the White Hats
and JAG are bringing these traitors to justice, Michael Baxter is
writing these articles exposing what they’ve done to all of us, and to
you, and your mom, and we as prayer warriors are petitioning for
your protection and your success In Jesus Name. Don’t ever give up.
We’ve got your back.

Yes, and Derrick made a very narrow escape, or he woud have been
beheaded, too.

Maybe after being beheaded and thrown to the sharks. Which is
exactly when we all should do to these traitors. Derricks dad may
have been homeless and on the outs with his wife, but he was still
an innocent human being.no human being deserves to be treated
that way.

‘President Trump gave the defendant a reasonable offer: deliver the
responsible parties within a day or pay the price for their crimes
himself ….

 ‘“Did the defendant hunt down the rogue agents?” Adm. Crandall
continued. “No, he did not.”‘

These details seem familiar. Have they already been on here at RRN
(or somewhere similar) a while back?

Thank you Michael for all the FEMA stories. I hope your own FEMA
contribution is progressing, it certainly seems amongst the worst of
Deep State stuff that we are so relieved is coming out into public
consciousness.

Take care of yourself too, prayers all round.

Last edited 12 hours ago by Anne Stallybrass

Military justice seems to be the ONLY justice these days. Everything
else is just lip service.
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There are no wheels on the “Justice” vehicle. “Bill barr” “Rosann
Barr”, 1 “thing” in common??? More than 1, besides both are actors.

 👁
 Everything’s a “joke”. 1 SOUL decides, and HE, was told to FUCH

OFF. Stating an observable FACT, in “2023”.
 🥶

Thank you for keeping us informed on the retribution behind the
scenes. It is one of very few sources I am able to access that
restores my wavering faith that our military (white Hats) are very
active and cracking some balls. It is morally imperative that the
patriots out hear in no man’s land have our hearts lifted from time to
time when we learn about these Deep Staters getting Deep 6’. Can’t
thank you enough. Mike

Do You need a team of journalists to help you carry on your mission
? Does Trump and the so called white hat military need to release
information also on any platform ?

Thank you Michael. I know you are working through physical health
issues but your updates are greatly appreciated.

This so angers me !when is there going to be an EBS and the
American people told what has been happening in this country?
They are still believing the lies of the media and of biden. THIS IS
ENOUGH!!!!

When??? After the Bio-Geological Event, that can not be stopped
now??? Continents ripping apart, 90% or more, “Human” “loss”????
“Humanity” “modern mankind” (regardless of gender or RELIGIOUS
“be lie fe”), has repetitiously destroyed Planet after Planet “farming”
them!!! Resources, from elements to PEOPLE!!!!! Why??? Feeding
an illegal “war machine”!!! This WAR, is ILLEGAL, as is EVERY
SINGLE CONFLICT, for the last 2,000+ years!!!! Milkyway, obviously
doesn’t want to EXSIST!!! Very Well!!!!

 A stupid machine is “running” “Humanity”!!!!!! Rocket ships need
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“something” for booster rockets to push against, a medium. How do
they work if SPACE, is a vacuum??? They wouldn’t!!!!! If SPACE,
contains a retarded (un-taught) amount of hydrogen, oxygen, and
other ELEMENTAL PARTICLES, it would be LIKE WATER!!!!!
Rockets would work, but would ignite the hydrogen and oxygen, not
to mention suffocate the FLAMES. THINK!!! If “they” tell US,
“oxygen” gets too thin, the higher Wi go, is it the TRUTH?? Or, do Wi
run out of other ELEMENTS?? Say Nitrogen??? Atmospheric
composition does change, but THINK, mirror image, and for the
LOVE OF BIOLOGICAL LIFE, THINK!!!!!

 👁🕷🦀

It infuriates me when they put the Paxlovid ad on tv for covid in
Michigan.

 Paxlovid is killing people & they believe the ads. BIG pharma ads
every other

 commercial. On the dang weather station. Give us a break.

Hanged????? This piece of shit deserves the Comey Cut – a little off
the top. These scum bags die way to fast. Should be skinned like
Khashoggi.

Last edited 13 hours ago by kaddleman

So the boy was telling the truth when he said that they were killing
people on the barges…that they killed his dad right in front of him,
and let him go because if he told anyone they wouldn’t believe him,
they were right to some extent…I believe him, though. They should
trick the traitor into giving more information, somehow.

Last edited 13 hours ago by AmericanFaith

This was already talked about in the Coney trail some time ago on
this site, and that child you speak of gave testimony.
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Have the guards give him a phone and tell him Obama wants to talk
to him. Get a good impersonator on the other end. That could be a
riot, but I don’t suppose the Admiral would be amused.

MB already wrote about the “new” Renegade. It’s Tim Russ, the
actor. Learned how to talk, walk, and body language. Mr. Renegade
Russ has prosthetic ears to match Obomba’s

These actors deserve to hang too for deceiving the people. Why
would anyone in their right mind want to play the part of any of these
evil politicians? They are complicit in perpetuating the deception and
evil.

A reform would be to make impersonating a public official a felony,
and further, as you state, to make them guilty of any crime of the
person they are impersonating.

Thank You Admiral Crandall. Questioning the defendant with the
surety of a Perry Mason!

 Keep after ‘em, White Hats.

Thank You Michael Baxter, You may not be 100% healthy but Your
composition has not suffered in the least.

 
 


